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COMPLAINT CAS-7121656-C4L9V6
EXCHANGE BETWEEN TIM RICKMAN AND BBC
TR to BBC:
BBC chose interviewee who misrepresented situation
Starting 28 mins 30 secs in, Laura Rockwood was asked about risks from any attack
on a particular civil power reactor. Her answers indicated her profound ignorance
about civil nuclear power generation. For example, in response to a direct question,
she failed to explain that a Chernobyl-scale radiological release is not possible with a
reactor of that particular design. She also stated that a loss of off-site power might
lead to a criticality incident (which is a laughable statement).
The BBC did not inform their listeners that Laura Rockwood should not be believed,
thus seriously misleading their audience. Nor was any authoritative and truthful
person also asked the same questions in order to partially compensate for this.

BBC to TR:
16 Mar at 19:04
BBC Complaints <bbc_complaints_website@contact.bbc.co.uk>
To: Timothy Rickman <timrick3@yahoo.co.uk>
Reference CAS-7121656-C4L9V6
Dear Mr Rickman,
Thank you for contacting us regarding The World at One on March 4.
Jonny Dymond spoke to Laura Rockwood, Director of the Open Nuclear Network.
Jonny mentioned that overnight fighting had reached a Ukrainian Nuclear plant. He
explained that the fire had been extinguished and was now in Russian hands.
Laura said she had been reassured from news that the fire had been contained and that
the attack was aimed at an administrative building and it was good that it wasn't
aimed at the six units. She stated it was unfortunate it happened at all but noted it
could have been infinitely worse.
Laura also said in contrast with Chernobyl, she wouldn't be able to say how bad the
extent would have been if the building had blown up, but stated that it would have
been damaging to Ukraine, Russia and nearby civilians.
We invite a wide range of contributors on to our programming. The decision to invite
these contributors is based on a variety of factors, including their knowledge of a
certain chosen field.
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The range of tastes and opinions held by our audience is so diverse that it's inevitable
some listeners will disagree with certain guests or organisations - or the opinions they
express.
We appreciate you would have preferred an alternative guest to have been interviewed
on this occasion.
All complaints are sent to senior management and we’ve included your points in our
overnight report. These reports are among the most widely read sources of feedback
in the company and ensures that your concerns have been seen by the right people
quickly. This helps inform their decisions about current and future content.
Thanks again for getting in touch.
Kind Regards,
Gemma Connery
BBC Complaints Team
www.bbc.co.uk/complaints

TR to BBC:
BBC chose interviewee who misrepresented situation
Thank you for your first reply (dated 16th March 2022) to my complaint.
Nothing in your rejoinder appears to directly address my complaint. I therefore invite
you to respond again in order that you will have an opportunity to provide a
constructive response.
This complaint still has not been sent to any authority outside the BBC.

BBC to TR:
BBC Complaints <bbc_complaints_website@contact.bbc.co.uk>
To: Timothy Rickman <timrick3@yahoo.co.uk>
Reference CAS-7121656-C4L9V6
Dear Mr Rickman,
Thank you for taking the time to contact us again.
We’re sorry to learn that you weren’t satisfied with our earlier response. We're
also sorry about the delay in getting back to you. We know people appreciate a
prompt response and unfortunately we’ve taken longer to reply than usual – please
accept our apologies.
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Further to our previous response, we consider Laura Rockwood was expressing
similar concerns to other experts in her interview on The World at One. For
instance, Professor Claire Corkhill:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-60609633

We've shared your comments with the editor of The World at One, however we don't
agree that Ms Rockwood's comments misled our audience.
This concludes Stage 1 of our complaints process. That means we can’t correspond
with you further here. If you remain unhappy, you can now contact the BBC’s
Executive Complaints Unit (ECU). The ECU is Stage 2 of the BBC’s complaints
process. You’ll need to explain why you think there’s a potential breach of standards,
or if the issue is significant and should still be investigated. Please do so within 20
working days of this reply.
Full details of how we handle complaints are available
at http://www.bbc.co.uk/complaints/handle-complaint/.
How to contact the ECU:
We’ve provided a unique link for you in this email. This will open up further
information about how to submit your complaint. You’ll be asked for the case
reference number we’ve provided in this reply. Once you’ve used the link and
submitted your complaint, the link will no longer work.
This is your link to contact the ECU if you wish:
Click Here
Kind regards
BBC Complaints Team
www.bbc.co.uk/complaints
NB You cannot reply to this email address. This is sent from an outgoing account
only which is not monitored.

TR to BBC:
As I explained in my complaint, the BBC chose to interview, and to present as an
expert, someone who clearly had very little knowledge of the subject. One of her
statements seriously misled listeners who may have believed her to have expertise in
that field. The BBC did not correct or mitigate this.
Specifically, when asked about the possibility of Chernobyl-scale radiological
consequences due to a Russian military presence near the Zaporizhzhia nuclear power
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plant, Laura Rockwood did not explain (and indeed, apparently did not know) that
such a potential consequence was not credible due to the profound differences
between the basic designs of these two plants.
Seconds later, Laura Rockwood said she thought that a loss of off-site power to the
Zaporizhzhia plant might lead to a criticality incident (an outcome which was not
physically possible) thus demonstrating her absence of relevant knowledge.
The BBC have now explicitly confirmed in their second response to my complaint
that they do indeed claim Laura Rockwood to be an expert. (In reality, Laura
Rockwood apparently works for an organisation which campaigns against nuclear
weapons, and for all I know she may have some expertise in that particular field,
although she knows so little about civil nuclear power generation.)
In the same second response, the BBC happened to also attribute the description of
expert to Professor Claire Corkhill. Professor Corkhill's area of expertise appears to
be materials, and the BBC has chosen to interview her about aspects of civil nuclear
power generation several times despite her apparent lack of relevant knowledge.
However, on the occasion specifically referred to in the link within the BBC's second
response, Professor Corkhill did at least manage to conceal her ignorance (unlike
Laura Rockwood) by astutely not explaining what it actually was that she was
claiming to be "frightened" about.
Obviously, there is a reason why the BBC consistently chooses to represent
charlatans, campaigners and unrelated academics as experts when covering issues (or,
more often, non-issues) connected with civil nuclear power generation. I suggest the
reason is that it is difficult to find interviewees that have necessary knowledge and,
crucially, that also can be trusted to uphold the BBC's traditional bigotry and
prejudice against civil nuclear power.
In the past, it was common for the BBC to interview campaigners against nuclear
power (and no one else) when civil nuclear issues were covered. Such campaigners
were skilled in misleading the audience by creating fear and suspicion, but recently
they seem to have been replaced by others like materials researchers and anti-weapons
campaigners who are noticeably less adept at sounding superficially credible
(although they utter similarly corrosive and misleading statements).
Of course, even within the UK, there are plenty of people who can confidently,
correctly and accessibly explain civil nuclear technicalities, but the BBC does not
interview them because such experts normally do not share the BBC's bias against
nuclear power technology. Indeed, as the Russian invasion was reaching the
Zaporizhzhia plant, I watched such knowledgeable people in closed facebook groups
discussing credible worst-case potential radiological outcomes should the plant
experience any attack from nearby Russian artillery. These real experts were not
frightened by the potential for radiological escape (as Professor Corkhill would claim
to be) but they were already apprehensive that the BBC and others would wantonly
misrepresent the situation and thus discourage public support for the only energy
source capable of solving our global humanitarian and environmental crisis. In this,
inevitably, they were right.
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The ECU should, of course, react holistically to the general spirit of received
complaints (not just to their specific issues of dispute) by proactively communicating
within the organisation to ensure the BBC corrects its biases. However, by necessity,
this complaint is about misleading statements and interviewee selection, not about the
entrenched BBC prejudice causing those issues (despite that being even more
important).
So far, the BBC has wasted its two responses by failing to deal with the substance of
my complaint. I obviously cannot be expected to try to prove a negative, so it is now
left to the ECU to explain to me the detailed technicalities of exactly how an attack by
Russian weapons which were positioned near the Zaporizhzhia plant (a VVER) could
arguably ever have caused a radiological release comparable in health significance
with the accident at the Chernobyl plant (an RBMK) or how a criticality incident
might conceivably result from interruption of off-site power to a VVER such as the
one at Zaporizhzhia, if either of those remain the BBC's contention or if the ECU
seeks to reject my complaint. Ofcom will then have the task of technically assessing
my response on those specific matters.
Please respond to me in detail to this complaint. This complaint has not yet been sent
to any authority outside the BBC.
Tim Rickman, June 2022.

BBC to TR:
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TR to Ofcom:
EXPLANATION TO OFCOM
of
WHY ECU RESPONSE IS NOT ACCEPTIBLE
As I made clear to the BBC's ECU, my complaint concerned, first, the BBC's
selection of interviewees and, second, the untrue and misleading statements made by
Laura Rockwood. The ECU has not responded to the first of my points (inappropriate
interviewees) at all. The ECU's response apparently admits that I was right about my
the most specific part of my second point (Laura Rockwood's statement about
criticality) but the ECU has nevertheless improperly rejected my complaint. Ofcom
therefore now needs to instruct the BBC to reconsider both points and publish a
correction.
The fact that Laura Lockwood was a profoundly unsuitable "expert" interviewee is
obvious from the following facts. She was unable to answer an easy question and did
not correct the interviewer's incorrect stated assumption that it would be possible for
the plant to blow up. She did not explain that she did not possess the knowledge of
civil nuclear power plants necessary to comment or answer any questions about such
installations. She made statements which were variously untrue and misleading,
deliberately giving the vague but forceful impression to listeners that some significant
adverse public heath outcome could result from the situation existing at that time
around the plant.
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The second paragraph on p2 of the ECU's letter shows that the ECU are still
untruthfully claiming it would have been possible for the plant to blow up and for the
local population to be damaged by such an outcome. The first paragraph on p3 of the
ECU's letter indicates the ECU is claiming a repeat of the Chernobyl disaster was
merely unlikely at Zaporizhzhia, when in fact it was impossible. However, the ECU
apparently no longer dispute my specific important point that a criticality incident
could not result from loss of off-site power. Instead, in the second paragraph on p4,
the ECU seem to be attempting to defend the BBC by deliberately conflating
criticality accidents with other (generally minor) health hazards which really can
occur in VVER plants and suggesting that listeners regard both categories of accident
as equally serious. However, listeners believe (entirely correctly) that criticality
incidents are likely to be fatal, based on many years of media coverage of fatal
criticality incidents in facilities processing radioactive material. Listeners therefore
are seriously misled when a BBC "expert" says a criticality incident is possible in a
particular circumstance at a civil power plant, contrary both to the truth and to many
listeners' prior correct understanding about the limits of potential danger from civil
nuclear power plants. It is absurd for the ECU to claim that telling an untruth to
listeners in this way does not mislead them. If listeners are told by the BBC that a
particular fatal outcome is possible, they are likely to believe it (at least until they
learn not to trust the BBC) so the public is obviously misled in a serious way which
results in society continuing to make misguided decisions about energy generation.
Although the failings in the original broadcast may simply have been caused by BBC
employees being ignorant or naïve, the ECU response appears profoundly
disingenuous. The ECU's claims and contorted defence of Laura Rockwood do not
have validity. Laura Rockwood's statements about the possible effects of any damage
(quoted in the first paragraph of p2 of the ECU's letter) were entirely untrue except for
her limited admission of her ignorance. It is obvious humbug for the ECU to attempt
to equate other people's (largely true) statements about potential harm with Laura
Rockwood's untrue and misleading statements. For example, catastrophic incidents
(meaning, in engineering terms, destruction of the plant) and loss of coolant accidents
have happened in the past at civil nuclear power stations comparable with the
Zaporizhzhia plant but they have never resulted in any lasting injury, nor would they
ever be expected to. Similarly, any loss of radioactive products from the fuel would
not necessarily result in release of such products from the plant, let alone harm to any
member of the public.
I therefore now request that Ofcom instruct the BBC to deal with my complaint
properly and honestly.
Timothy Rickman
24/07/2022

ENDS.
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